PRODUCT INFORMATION
Salami & Chorizo
Somerset cider chorizo

Sage, mustard & cider salami
Red wine & draycott blue
salami
Fennel & Cider Salami

List price p/kg

Allergens

£35.00 per kg

Milk (lactose)

£35.00 per kg

£35.00 per kg

Milk (lactose)
& Mustard
Milk (lactose)

Knife skills

Milk (lactose)

£35.00 per kg

Milk (lactose)

Seasonal special salamis

£35-45.00 p/kg

Milk (lactose)

Pokers

Unit list price

Allergens

£1.50 each

Milk (lactose)

Spicy cider chorizo with cheddar
cheese
Red wine & draycott blue

Cured meats
Coppa

No slicer
needed - easy
to slice with a
meat slicer
consistent
results

White

Knife skills

We use lean from the leg & shoulder & mix it wth the best fat from the back & shoulder to ensure best results.

sourced

Based on a traditional Italian method/recipe but we have taken out red wine & fennel and replaced it with cider,

Somerset

Filletto

Green &

reared and

By popular request. It took some time to compliment our robust rare breed pork with a delicate but pronounced

White

rare breed

fennel flavour. This will not disappoint even the most seasoned fennel salami fan.

(slow
growing for

White

better
flavour)

Plenty of whole black tellicherry peppercorns staying true to our promise to deliver robust flavours. Presentation is
fantastic as a knife passes easily through the peppercorn. Garlic is pronounced but not overpowering.
Could include moroccan spiced goat salami, mangalitza salami, mulled wine salami, wild garlic salami etc.

Meat Source
Using the same recipe as our spicy cider chorizo but with the addition of Cheddar cheese to make the perfect bar

All pork is sourced from
Somerset farms, is outdoor

snack - great with cider!

reared and rare breed.

Same recipe as our red wine and Draycott blue salami but in a bar snack “poker” format.

Meat Source

List price p/kg

Allergens

Knife skills
Difficult

Difficult

All of our pork is sourced
outdoor reared and rare

Deliciously rich & creamy. Cured in tellicherry pepper, salt & juniper berries & left to hang until dry. Made from
whole of the eye of shoulder.
Using the same cure as Coppa but from the whole loin. All the back fat is trimmed so this is lighter in flavour,
leaner & drier than the Coppa.

breed (slow growing for

May contain
lactose

creamy!

outdoor

required.

Milk (lactose)

£40.00 per kg

Using a locally produced blue cheese and red wine to deliver a really unique flavoured salami. Piquant and

farms, is

No slicing

£1.50 each

£40.00 per kg

sage & mustard. This is our signature product and our best seller.

Blue & White

from Somerset farms, is
Lonza

Based on a traditional chorizo recipe but with the addition of Somerset cider to bring it home to the West Country.

pork is
from

Red & White

Serve whole.

£40.00 per kg

All of our

Easy.

will give more
Black Pepper & Garlic Salami

Source

White

knife although
£35.00 per kg

String

Easy

better flavour)

Cured tenderloin using a simple salt and fennel cure. Melt-in-the-mouth tenderness with a light fennel flavour.
Lean, rich and dark.

(produced in a
Duck Breast

£60.00 per kg

factory that
uses milk
powder)

Medium

Beef Bresaola

£45.00 per kg

Difficult

Water Buffalo Bresaola

£50.00 per kg

Difficult

Pancetta

£19.50 per kg

Easy

Beech Ridge Farm,

Somerset free range duck breast with the simplest of cures allowing the natural flavour to shine. Cream coloured

Wellington

fat & deep glistening red breast meat. There is no easy way to describe this product - rich, creamy & indulgent.

Newton Farm, Bath

Deep in colour, silky texture with a well rounded flavour. Cured in white wine, thyme, cinnamon, cloves & pepper.

W. Country Water Buffalo,

A premium version of our bresaola. Using the same cure as the beef but a leaner with a silkier finish make this the

Yeovil

jewel in our crown.

Somerset, outdoor reared

Cured with bay, rosemary, thyme, salt & tellicherry pepper. From the best part of belly from the highest quality pork

If you have a meat slicer, use with all products for best results. Product will be more consistent and portion cost better controlled.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Company

Somerset Charcuterie believe in embracing traditional Italian and Spanish methods combined with some of the fantastic flavours and rich food culture of the West Country. Mixing the old with the new,
and continental with British, their charcuterie delivers bold, robust flavours that will excite and intrigue. They use mainly Saddleback and Tamworth pigs – all free range and locally reared. Where
possible they use locally sourced ingredients and their cider, sage, cheese, pork, goat, duck and wild garlic all come from Somerset producers. In 2015 Somerset Charcuterie was presented with the
Western Daily Press ‘Food Producer of the Year’ award.
Andy & James have been hobby charcutiers for several years. Andy grew up on a pig farm and James is a member of a small village cooperative of 6 families who raise livestock. Their daughters become
best friends at the local school and it wasn't long before they discovered that they shared passion for curing meats and making salami. Over a pint of cider at a local lawn-mower race (this is
Somerset!), the idea for a quality British Charcuterie business was conceived. Both of them have run their own food businesses for several years and could see an opportunity to develop a range of
products that followed traditional Spanish and Italian methods but were adapted to the British market and capitalised on the rich food culture of the South West.
Within 6 months the first products were ready to try on family and friends and, with some encouraging feedback, the first farmers markets were booked to test the product on the general public. The
buzz around the stall at the first market was electric and the decision was made. Somerset Charcuterie was born.
Now in their second year the boys are going through up to a tonne of pork a week. Everything is handmade now, and will remain that way in order to preserve the artisan texture, flavours and look. The
new production unit on the farm is now ready (complete with very sexy Himalayan salt brick wall) and gives them the space they need to maintain a handmade production well into the future.

The Production Facility

Somerset Charcuterie have developed a specialist production unit over the past two years. It is made up of 5 clear sections; the stores (chilled, frozen & ambient), the butchery, a fermentation room,
drying room and packing room.
Most of it is a fairly standard food production unit with the exception of the fermentation room and the drying room. The fermentation room (or ‘the hot box’) is designed to hold product at between
24oC-28oC, around 95% humidity and have a constant air flow created by an extraction unit that pulls air to the ceiling from a vent near the floor. The drying room is designed to mimic a slatted barn
on a Spanish hillside with an airflow that is controlled with a combination of dry air that is pumped into the room, ceiling positioned extractor fans and filtered vents that allow outside air in when it
gets too dry. This combination changes electronically depending on the humidity level in the room which is also temperature controlled and sits within a range of 12oC-18oC. At one end, where we dry
the whole muscle products (coppa, duck, lonza & bresaola), we have a Himalayan salt brick wall which aids with drying and releases salt and minerals into the room.

The Process

Air dried meats
The quality of the product is determined by two things; ingredients and environment. We source all of our ingredients from local producers and search for the best we can find to deliver the best
results. Our cures are simple and we use only salt, herbs, spices and wines. The product is placed in the wet or dry cure for 2-5 days until it is ready for the cure to be washed off and then it is hung to
dry for 2 weeks to 3 months depending on the product. This is a very simple process but it requires care and attention to detail to ensure that we get the perfect result every time.
Salami & Chorizo
This process is more complicated and the salami goes through several phases. First we mince the meat and make the sausages. During this phase we introduce a salt cure which aids with preservation
and a starter culture that will play its part later in the process. It is probably the most difficult part to do really well. Temperature is absolutely critical to prevent the fat from smearing which ensures
the meat bonds. It is also important to use the right cuts of the meat, remove all the silverskin and sinew, and only use the best quality fat from the shoulder and back. We also use different size
mincing plates depending on the variety of the product to get the perfect finish to the texture. A far cry from the cooking sausage that uses up every part of the pig that cannot be used elsewhere!
Once the salami or chorizo is made, we put them into ‘the hot box’ where they are held for 24-72 hours. The starter culture is allowed to grow and they produce lactic acid during that process. This
reduces the pH of the product which ferments the sausage - effectively pickling it from the inside. Once we have achieved this, we move the product into the drying room where it is left for 1-6 weeks
(depending on its size) until it loses 30% of its raw weight. It is important to do this slowly to also give the product a chance to lose some of its acidity so that we have a meaty balanced flavour rather
than the overly tangy taste you so often experience in cheaper and fast-produced products. At the end of this final phase we have a fully preserved salami or chorizo. Cured, fermented & dried.

SERVING SUGGESTIONS
PRODUCT Charcuterie Sandwiches Stand-alone
NAME

platter

& Panini

starter

Bar

Salads

Snack

Pasta /

Pizza

As an

Risotto /

topping

ingredient

Paella

Chorizo
"

Salami
"

Pokers
"

This is not a cooking chorizo but it can work fantastically well as a cooking ingredient. Examples
include; dishes that lend themselves to sliced chorizo such as ‘chicken & chorizo lasagne’ or ‘chorizo
dauphenoise’, slow cooking stews, pizza or quiche. It can also be added to the end of the cooking
process to enhance paella, pasta dishes and so much more.

Why not try slicing or cutting into chunks and serving as a bar snack when the kitchen is closed.

"

"

"

Tips & ideas

"

Also adds character when thrown into a salad or towards the end of preparing a pasta dish.

"

Fantastic sold from behind the bar as a snacking salami or as part of a charcuterie platter.

"

The most versatile of our cured meats because its depth of flavour and fat content . Great for

Coppa

"
"

Lonza

Filletto

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

canapés wrapped around mozzarella, asparagus or wherever your imagination takes you. Wrapped
around meat & fish, it will help to retain moisture, add flavour and give a crisp coating.

"

With subtle delicate flavours this is best served as part of a charcuterie board.

"

Tender & slightly salty with aniseed backnotes, this can work as part of a bar snack offer. Why not

"

"

try serving a chunk with a board and knife for customers to slice off their own snacking size pieces.

"

Easy to prepare stater and sure to impress. Try serving as the centre piece with a light salad and

Duck
"

Breast

"

"

"

"

"

"

Bresaola

"

fruity dressing or compot. The duck is very rich so ensure the dressing has some acidity to

"

compliment.

Full bodied with a hint of winter spice. Good for a single starter and also as a sharer. Try serving
with crusty bread, parmesan shavings and a light salad.

Diced (as lardons) or sliced thinly. Fantastic as a base ingredient to hundreds of dishes. Render

Pancetta
"

"
"

"

slowly before adding onion to release the full depth of flavour. Slice and wrap around meat & fish,
or crisps up beautifully to use in salads.

